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INTRODUCTION
I came here to work in a direction I had not worked in
before. Since I have been involved in ceramics, I have
been concerned only slightly with functional pieces. I
used to make vases and bowls all the time with no idea of
how they were to be used. I did not think deeply about
the design of casseroles and teapots, but instead borrowed
styles from what I had seen. I wanted to find new shapes
within the need of the pot's function.
Also, I wanted to experiment with materials which I
did not have or normally wouldn't order in my own studio.
Thus it was possible to experiment with clay and glazes I
wouldn't have otherwise.
As a teacher I wished to broaden my experiences so I
will become more effective in my job. I belong to the
ranks of young college teachers who draw reasonable sal
aries yet are short on experience. I expected to make
this a step toward earning my salary.
The specific purpose of the thesis was to "explore the
various types of cooking wares which will include casseroles,




The first problem I had was in changing my usual way
of working. It took me half of the fall quarter to realize
that I should be more analytic about each pot and to stop
making a series of one type. This realization was in
great part induced by my teachers and especially by Prans,
who could be heard from one end of the studio to the
other hollering, "No
production'."
Grateful as I should have been to my teachers, I re
sented having to give any thought to what I was doing with
my pots; I felt I hmd been doing all right without thinking.
Then I began to consider the opportunity I had to experi
ment while here, and I made a silent vow to do nothing
that I had done before in either forms or glazes.
The first significant work on my thesis began with
the teapots after Prans had talked to the students de
scribing a teapot in terms of the nature of the tea sus
pension, the heat, the function of the handle , the hole
in the top, the lid and the spout.
Does a teapot need a snout? Y/hy not just a hole?
Does it need a lid or a handle? I began to think of the
teapot as something to brew tea in and pour te , out of,
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rather than merely as a stereotype shape.
With this approach to the function of teapots I designed
a few that answered my own requirements when I brewed
one or two cups of tea for myself. Often I would simply
brew the tea in the cup. This isn't such a bad way to
brew one cup of tea, excepting the tea cooled rapidly
while steeping and if I wanted a second cup, I had to
clean the tea leaves out of the cup and start again.
The first designs were just slightly more than a cup by
being partly covered, large enough to hold two cups of
tea, an opening to pour the hot water into and the tea
out of, and a handle. Slab construction was used in
making these first experimental teapots, because I wanted
them to have a homely, rough appearance, and also be
cause the process is less familiar to me.
Figure 1 shows the results of my first attempts
with a new teapot shape. Constructed completely of slabs,
the crudeness obtained was not so much what I wanted as
what I got. My clumsiness with the slabs superseded any
ability I had for making them work visually.
Another
problem was that these pots did not pour well. The
spouts were too low, causing the liquid to spill over
the sides. This was more pronounced when the pots were
full and I noticed the water was spilling off the top,
indicating that more of the top should be cut away.
In figure 2 the second in the series of this new
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teapot shape are shown. These were done with more con
trol and with a few adjustments to make them pour better.
I raised the spout and took a chance on leaving the
hole in the top small in order to hold the heat better.
They poured well except when they were very full. The
holes in the top should be larger so that the teapot
would pour more easily and also make it easier to get
the tea into the pot. A slightly larger hole should not
cause a good deal more of heat loss.
Another variation on the same problem can be seen
in figure 3 where the body of the pot was thrown as a
low, rather squat pitcher. A slab was then applied to
the top and cut away near the spout. The handle vra.s
made from a flattened coil that was grooved by running
my finger down it, I was surprised to see that this han
dle didn' t look like an imitation of a pulled handle
and pleased that it seemed to unite well visually with
the body of the pot. These pots poured better than any
of the previously made pots and the openings
were larger
making it easier to put the tea
leaves and water into
them.
Another design of similar type, the difference
being in the handle, is shown in figure 4.
While handling
these pots in a semi-finished state, I noticed they were
easy to pick up and hold without a
regular handle by
grasping with fingers on the bottom and thumb on top.
It
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seemed like a natural grip except with hot tea in the
pot it would be impossible to hold onto. The handle here
simulates the top and bottom edges of the pot yet enabling
the fingers to keep out of direct contact with the actual
top and bottom. This handle demands a small pot because
it is difficult to carry much weight in this manner.
Aside from the fact that this pot looks strange, it
worked well. To me these are the "Edsels" of the tea
pot world; nothing is wrong with them but nobody likes
them. With a little more work a more attractive pot
could perhaps evolve from this design.
The group of teapots shown in figure 5 gave me the
same problem. They were ma.de with slab bodies, thrown
or slab spouts, thrown lids, and handles which were ei
ther pulled or coils entwined and flattened. They all
had something interesting but they fell short of being
pleasing. I feel that it was my clumsiness with slabs.
The crude ones were too crude and the more refined ones
looked like oil cans. As I discovered, the combinations
with slab or thrown spouts and bodies, pulled or coiled
handles, lids or just holes in the top, could have been
enough for a thesis. By this time my repertoire of tea
pot components was fuller than I ever thought it could be,
and I tried a few pots combining thrown and hand-built
parts.
In figure 6 a teapot with thrown body and a twisted
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coil handle and slab spout is shown. The body is altered
slightly to minimize the thrown appearance and unite bet
ter with the rougher appearing spout and handle. In fi-
is
gure \a. similar teapot with a round body thrown and al
tered. The handle is a coil with a groove down the mid
dle and the spout a simple cylindrical slab attached to
the body where it had been pinched together as sort of a
lead to the spout, or you might say, as to form part of
the spout. Pinching the body to form the lower portion
of the spout allows simpler construction of the upper
slab portion. However, as the spout is high on the wall
of the pot and there is no strainer which could hold the
tea on top back, the weaker surface tea runs off first.
A strainer could be put in if the opening on top is
large enough. This strainer could be a slab that was
perforated on the lower part and solid on top, holding
back the surface liquid. In figure 8 you see a round
thrown body with a coil handle and a slab spout which is
an open sheet of clay as were the early slab teapots.
This pot works well and though unusual, still looks like
a teapot.
The most successful of these teapots is the one pic
tured in figure 9. It is related to the teapots shown in
figure 3 in that the body was thrown, its shape resembling
somewhat a squat pitcher with a slab added to the top. On
these a hole was turned and a lip was thrown in the slab
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to receive the lid. A strainer could easily be attached
over the spout on the inside with holes placed so that
tea from the middle of the pot would run off first.
The handles again were made from coils,
I was very much pleased with some of the things
which I discovered math the teapots. I find great sa
tisfaction in making things thmt are simple and at the
same time look good. For example, the lids you see on all
the teapots are complete after thromdng. Some have "ears"
for grips which .re merely the edge bent or squeezed if
you will, while the lid is still wet. This is a one-oper
ation lid and a new one for me. This might seem like a
small matter, but it is just such discoveries which make
going to school worthwhile. Another thing which pleased
me was the discovery of the coil handles (figure 9). To
me these are delightful little things, especially on a
slab or altered throv/n pot. One was made by rolling out
a coil, flattening it slightly, and then wetting it and
running my finger down the middle. The finger-made groove
may seem at first an attempt to make the coil ha.ndle look
like a pulled handle, but it gets rid of the slab look,
making it more interesting. A handle of this kind can
be tapered for appearance1 sake. It is an easier handle
to make than a pulled handle and takes less time; to me
there seems to be something much more direct in it. The
pot, of course, must be right for it, since it is a
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crude looking handle and would be incongruous on a more
refined pot. Also in every case, I was able to apply
these handles to the pot immediately after I finished
making than. The handle that goes over the top is m de
of two coils twisted and then flattened slightly, so the
twist is still visible. I liked the appearance of this
handle and it had an advantage in that the coils can be
separated at the bottom and fastened on each side of the
spout. Any other handle could not have been separated
so gracefully and in fact the easy division of the two
coils gave me the idea for the handle over the top de
sign on these teapots.
The "one operation" lid and coil handles were inno
vations which to me "mere exciting, and I plan to make fur
ther use of them. The slab teapots and slab spouts, and
the teapots made with a combination of slab and thrown
techniques ( figures 5,6,7, and 8) are less resolved,
and I plan to work further with them. The one-piece
spout-and-body "teapots (figures 3 and 3) I consider to
be my best work. Those in figure 3 were the most eco
nomical as far as procedures are concerned. I enjoy the
simplicity and unconventional aspects of this type of
pot. It offers only the essentials for brewing tea,
though one may argue with two characteristics of this type
of pot. First, the hole in the top allows heat to escape.
After using the teapots of this type, I have found the heat
loss to be not enough to be significant. Besides, heat
will escape from the spout of any teapot, and this hole
is only slightly larger. The second criticism would be
the absence of a tea strainer. The tea must be allowed
to settle before it can be drunk and the leaves that do
escape into the cup are not significantly more in amount
than what comes through the strainers of most teapots.
As far as I'm concerned, this pot has all that is essen
tial to make tea, and is beautifully simple besides. One
advantage this pot has is that it is easy to clean. Be
sides the functional assets and liabilities I believe
thselteapots( figure 3) havathe advantage of looking good,
making them a more resolved accomplishment.
I feel the same way a,bout the group with,.lids made
on the same idea of spout and body being one piece
(fi-
gure 9). They are not so greatly expedient as they look,
for there are as many steps in making them as there are
in a pot with a thrown spout and pulled handle, so as far
as comparative methods go,
it1
s six of one and a half a
dozen of the other. These one-piece spout and body pots
look expedient, simple, and resolved, and it's their
final appearance with which I'm pleased. To me the tea
pot is a piece of sculpture first and something to make
tea in second. If I needed tea badly enough, I could
make it in a tin can or suck on the tea leaves. I like
these teapots because thay are a. new solution to the old
problem of what "beautiful thing can we look at
next."
Ky next undertaking was the casserole. The first
attempts were a very usual design. At the time I was en
thusiastic about them because I wa.s throwing them with
out bats (figure 10). I soon discovered that this tech
nical gimick was sidetracking thoughts I should have con
cerning design. On the lids as usual th'ere were the
knobs which Prans immediately questioned. So strongly
did he question the knobs that afterwards I was deter
mined to make the lids without knobs.
My solution to the knob wms merely to let the lid
hang over the edge of the casserole like the eave of a
roof. This was extremely simple and I used variations
of this idea throughout my work on casseroles. The
only functional disadvantages I could find was that it
usually takes two hands to lift them off and some of the
covers were difficult to pick up if set on a flat sur
face. These were general difficulties; I had more
prob*
lems trying to get them to fit and I will discuss these
problems as I describe each pot.
Ky first trek into the casserole unknown was with a
slab-built casserole body, (figure 11). As Prans has
often'
said about my hand-built pieces, "You could kill
a whole company of soldiers with this
pot." The body
mas made by wrapping a band of clay around a two gallon
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crock. In spite of this form to mold it on, I could
not get the round shape I wanted. The crock probably
wasnr t iound, for one thing, and in handling and moving
the casserole the shame wa.s altered. The lid was made
by rolling out a slab, cutting a circle out of it, and
laying it in a bowl to arch it. The greatest problem
with the lid was in getting some sort of groove in it
so it vmuld fit in place on the body. The only thing
I could think of was to put a coil on the inside rim
of the lid to fit just inside the casserole body, lly
try at this was a half-hearted because I really didn't
like the idea. It seemed too forced; besides it looked
lerrible and wobbled on the loosely fitting, untrue
circle. I was very dissatisfied math this.
Being very discouraged with the first dome lids,
I
tried some sl.-b constructed casseroles math flat lids.
In figure 13 you can see an example of my first attempts.
This type of lid is always.. in danger of sagging and as
this one was made the top could be placed down in only
one position, which made it a
puzzle to replace. This
second design was more significant, though, in that the
handles of the casserole were made from the
same slab
as the lid. (figure 13). When the pot was leather
hard
I placed it upside down on a slab and
traced the outline
of the rim on the slab. Then I made the
cut that se
parated the lid and the slab handles. This
procedure I
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considered a good idea though the pot itself was nothing
special.
On the next casserole I used the same idea for the
lid though I gave the top a little ardh by folding up
two adjacent sides <t>f the body which was thrown outward
(figure 14). As you can see, the lid sagged and the pot
pulled away from the lid in the drying and firing, be
cause of the weight of the lid on the walls.
Figure 15 shows ray first successful casserole. The
body is thrown and opposite sides cut away and replaced
upside down and backwards in position. The incurving
hollows which resulted serve as handles and supports for
the .lid. The lid shape was determined by tracing the
outline of the casserole on a slab of clay and it can be
fitted on top of the casserole either way.
I returned to the dome shaped lids using the same
principle for the lid as in figure 12. In this case,
(figure 16) the lid slab was placed in its forming boa/1
when the rim of the mot was traced on it. The lid wa,s cut
out with parallel lines which intersected the traced pot-
rim at the same place. In other words, it was a symmetri
cal cut so the lid could fit either way it was placed on
the pot. The handles, as you can guess from the photo
graph, are that clay left between the cut for the lid
and the overhanging edge of the original
si'
b. This
turned out to be a fair design, as the walls
didn' t sag,
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leaving a space between the lid and the handles where the
lid rests and the lid itself sagged only a little. The
lid h s no groove that would allow it to fit snugly
a-
gainst the pot rim, but instead rests only on its own
arch and keeps its place by the friction of the unglazed
clay on the rim and the pot. This pot is simple in its
construction and appearance, and could be made in pro
duction as long as there was a bat for throwing the pot
and a bowl shape to form the curve of the lid.
In figure 17 a, completely thrown pot is shown, the
bulging sides of which make it easy to lift^ and the over
hanging lip is the grip for removing the cover. Though it
is an example of everything simple, it is not as drama
tic in appearance or as unusual in construction.
Another casserole design similar to the preceding
mhich I tried is shown in figure 18. Attempting to put
a little pep into it, I made looping ha.ndles that came
through slits in the lid. The lid is a flat sheet with
no groove to register its fit on the rim of the pot.
Instead, the slits fitting over the handles form the
register. All I can say about this pot is that I tried
too hard to make it different.
The next piece was a return to the curved sl.b con
struction lid, only this time I cut the lid edges right
at the outer edge of the
pot'
s rim and did not use the
remaining pieces for the handles (figure 19). Instead
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I applied two rectangular slabs to the side, to form the
handles and to butress the lid. The body of this pot
slants in at the top to prevent sagging of the walls
from the weight of the lid. Sagging causes the lid to
fit loosely against the sides as was the case in the pot
pictured in figure 14. This lid too fits only in its
own arch and friction of the unglazed clay of the lid
and rim of the pot.
I owe what I discovered in all of these casseroles
to the idea of using no
"knobs"
on the lids and of course
to my everlasting desire for simplicity. I like the idea
of forming the slab lid by placing it in a bowl. It e-
liminates trimming that is necessary when the lid is
thrown. The lids on the pots in figures 15 and 13 are
especially handy because they can be picked up easily
from a counter top or wherever it is set. I like, too,
the vray the handles for the body of the pot are obvious
ly part of the same slab used for the lid, as in figures
12, 13, and 14. I feel the pot in figure 15 is the most
successful. It looks good and the method of construction
was satisfying because the inverted sections cut out of
the sides did so much to make the pot. It provided the
handles and received the lid and gave it support in the
middle where it might have sahged . The lid is a flat
slab and with its overhang serves as its own handle.
Next I like the pot in figure 19 because it looks good
and was simpler to apply the cover and handles than the
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pot in figure 15, which was of much the same design. If
I have any criticism of some of the casseroles, it is that
they have the appearance of being over-designed, or like
i
something designed forjindustry . They have a very tight look
about them, but I think if I were to v/ork with them a little
while they would loosen up. In the past I had never thought
about the design of functional pottery and whenever I made
a casserole it was always safe, as they say, and it was fairly
easy to get a good looking pot. I feel these pieces are
only rough-hewn, but they have given me plenty to work on
in the future.
FLARE^iEE BODIES AID CRAZES
I wanted to make a flameware
bod}?"
and some frying
pans. Hobart Cowles gave me some technical data on peta
lite and I discovered in my reading that a combination of
45 per cent petalite with 55 per cent clay would give a
body that had almost no thermal expansion. Using this
proportion, I mixed up many different bodies with combina
tions of petalite, ball clay, fire clay, redart clay, and







This glaze did not crackle on a test chip of regular
stoneware clay, but it did crackle on the flameware bodies.
I tried various clay body samples on the gas stove flame
and they all seemed to work, but they lost their ring. I
also made a small frying pan to try out at home to see if
the clay body of petalite 45 per cent and clay 55 per cent
1 Foote Eineral Company, "Petalite", Technical Data
Bulletin (Philadelphia, Hay, 1957), p. 3.
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would hold up. I used the glaze given above on this frying
pan. After approximately two months of use, this pot is
still in use, unbroken and uncrackled, though it does not
have a clear ring to it when tapped. I believe that the
dull sound is caused by the crackled glaze. I have since
changed the glaze by substituting petalite for the feld
spar and no crackle occurs. After a brief trial on the gas
stove one of the large frying pans developed no crackle,
and the pan has maintained its ring.
Hobart lent me an abstract on nepheline syenite which
contained a flameware recipe fired a,t cone 06, consisting
of one part ball clay, one part Aberhill clay (apparently
a local clay), two parts talc, and 10 per cent nepheline
syenite."0
I made a little test pot with this body, gla.zed
it with a slip and borate glaze that crawled when I fired
It at cone 06. The glaze was not a thin continuous layer
covering the pot, but between the hills of gla.ze the clay
body was exposed. I tried this pot on the flame and it
did not crack at all.
I made up a clay body with this formula., substituting
Redart clay for the Aberhill clay and using more ball caly
than in the aabove recipe, deducting the amount of Redart
clay to compensate. I hoped to fire la is body at cone 04
because the glazes I had concocted worked better at that
2 C.J. Eoenig, Literature Abstracts of Ceramic
Amplications of ITepheline Syeni t e"TColumbu s , Ohio State
University, January, 1958), p. 16.
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temperature. I made four little test pots, glazed them
and fired them at 04. The glazes U3ed were of two dif
ferent kinds; one was a slip and the other had a great deal
of petalite in it. The pots with the slip glase broke
into many peices when exposed to the flame, whereas the
pots with the petalite glaze only cracked. At the time
I thought the error was in the clay body, and I altered
the recipe. The resulting pots were glazned wdth a slip
glaze, and when tried out over a flame, they snapped in
t-~o .
It vras some time before I began to suspect that my
glazes were at fault. It finally occurred to me that the-
petalite glazes only cracked when the pots with slip glaze
actually came apa.rt. Petalite has a low coefficient of
expansion, so the petalite glaze was more closely aligned
math the body. I made another small batch of the original
06 body without the glaze. I put this unglazed pot over
the flame and it did not crack or break. I believe this
is what happened; the glazes were expanding with the heat
and pulling the pots apart. One distressing thing happened
though when I lifted the test pot off the stove with a
pair of pincers: the pot cracked. I dont know; if this was
due to sudden cooling in the air, or to the leverage on the
pot by the pincers, or spot cooling of body by contact
with metal, which is a good conductor of heat.
I tested this body again, this time with a glaze
con-
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si sting of 50 parts petalite, 50 parts gerstley borate,
and 7 parts tin oxide. I fired the pot to cone 06 and,
when placed on the flame, there was no cracking of the
glaze or body.
With the idea that it was more important to get a
glaze to fit the body than it was to stick to the original
cone 06 temperature of the body, I glazed a small test pot
with another glaze composition and fired 1he 06 body to
cone 04. When placed on the flame, there was no breakage
or cracking in the body or glaze. The glaze on this test
was 40 parts petalite, 50 parts gerstley borate, 15 parts
silica, and 7 parts tin. There seems to be no particular
reason why the body I was using should be an 06 body, ex
cept that the nepheline syenite abstract said it was, as
did the article where the abstract was drawn, nil in all,
my long attempts at using this body was a waste of time,
and if I learned anything, it was to beware of someone
else's discoveries.
One thing I did not like about each of the bodies
used in these flameware experiments was the extreme amount
of petalite and talc necessary to reduce thermal expansion.
I noticed that the cone 9 flameware is quite vitrified
compared to the one Bill Sax has used on his pots, and I
suspect it is because he uses less petalite. I would like
to be able to use less of the two ingredients so the flame
ware body
wouldn' t be so expensive and would have better
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working qualities. One of my fellow students had a white
stoneware body with 10 per cent talc in it, in which he
did biol the water without cracking the pot. After two
or three more attempts it did break, but nevertheless it
was somewhat successful and gave me something to think
a-
bout.
I make several cone 9 bodies using talc, petalite,
and silica a,s low; expansion ingredients, ^n an attempt
at using less of these ingredients and more clay. The







Ball Clay 35 Goldart 40
Fire Clay 35 Eire. .Clay 20
Petalite 20 Redart 10
Talc 10 Petalite 15
Talc 10
It was interesting that all of these worked, and it put
me in anguish over the time I spent working with that
would-be cone 06 body. I'm particularly happy with, the








of clay. Both bodies throw well, have a nice color, and
would be reasonably cheap to make. The experiments uoing
additions of silica with petalite I could not get in -the
kilns, at least in time for the writing of this paper.
I suspect combinations of petalite and silica would Y/ork,
because silica has a low expansion rate and petalite curbs
the chrystalization of silica, which is harmful to flame-
wan-e bodies. Offhand, I would prefer silica, with petalite
rather than ta.lc, because magnesium, which is in talc,
makes a weaker body. I would suggest trying silica in place of
any of the bodies listed above.
In the low; fire range I tried three bodies with higher
percentages of clay. As you recall, the first low fire body
had about 150% talc in it, and I had trouble finding glazes
that would melt and still adjust to the body.
I wanted to lower the percentages of talc or petalite,
not only for economy's sake, but also that the glaze might
be easier to make and fit. I had always tried to bring
the glaze to the body on the premise that 5 0fj talc was
needed in the body. Now I began to feel I might be able
to bring the body to the glaze. Below are the formulae

















To these pots I applied my regular opa,que white glaze I
use on non-flarneware pieces. It is listed further on in






Elmen this glaze and body PT 40 were fired to cone 04 and
afterwaards pl'ced on a flame, there was no cracking in the
body at all. There was a sparce network of cracks in the
glaze in the bottom of the test pot. The pot still had
a healthy Ting to it when tapped.
When body PS 40 was tested, there was also cracking
in the glaze and no visible cracks in the body, though
the pot had lost its ring v/hen tapped. I cannot say the
body is at fault, but only that the body and glaze com
bination is undesireable. This dull sound could be from
the cr eked glaze or the glaze may have cracked the body
so that a different glaze might give a satisfactory result
At any rate, it doesn't sound good, and I wouldn't advise
using the combination. With more time I would try the





7/hen body T3 40 was tested on the flame, it cracked
very plainly, and I
don' t know why. I would be willing
to bet that a high fire glaze adth a,s much talc and silica
with clay would work on the flame. There seems to be
something about the low; fire flameware I
don' t understand
or
haven' t stumbled upon yet. This is why I did not ad
vise using the stoneware bodies at 04 temperatures. How
ever, this might work, though I haven't tried it.
ERRIEG Pa,: 3
In spite of my problems and anxieties with, the flame
ware bodies, I did go ahead and make some frying pans. The
greatest problem is with the handles. The first one I made,
which has since broken, had a throwm handle that was very
strong in itself but managed to pull out the wall of the
pan where it was attached. From this experience I deduced
that the handle should be quite broad a/here it fastens to
the pan or it should somehow; be an extension of the pan
malls.
At the same time I made the one mentioned above, I
did another that had a large handle on one side and a small
one opposing it. (figure 20). There is a great deal of
leverage on a large pan and I reasoned that the small one
being gripped lightly with the fingers could alleviate the
stress on the single handle. On this pot too, I feel the
larger handle should have been adder at the point where
it is attached to the pot.
In figure 21 an example of another kind of frying pan
is shown. It definitely must be carried with two handles
when hot. A frying pan is seldom handled once it reaches
the stove, so a device for carrying isn't too important.
The little pulled handler on either side is enough to carry-




be held with one hand using the other to serve. One ad
vantage this frying pan has is that it could also be used
as a serving platter or fruit dish.
Up to this point all of the frying pans were round.
I decided to try to make slab pans that were oblong (fi
gure 22). Ehen I flattened the slab for the bottom, I
included a long peninsula of clay that would be the handle.
After the sides were placed on the bottom, slab, the handle
portion was layed up and against the underside of the wall,
allowing a great deal of surface where the handle and pot
were joined. With this arrangement the weak spot was not
where the handle and pot were joined, but in the extended
part of the handle itself. To strengthen the handle I
put a vertical rib on the full length of the handle slab
and down into the pan.
I had trouble thinking about different sha,pes that a
frying pan could take on. lay ideas had been molded be the
conventional shape, and as a result my first attempts were
big round shapes with a handle jutting out, all of which
I feel were poor solutions for clay pans, since they break
so easily. Then too, clay is such a, flexible matsria.l, I
feel that one should not imitate metal-adapted shapes.
I like the pans in figures 21 and 22 because I feel they
are clay-like shapes. The pot in figure 21 is actually a
usual platter form adaptable as a frying pan because of
the flameware body it's made of. The pot in figure 22
-26-
has all the features of a metal pan but is solved in terms
of clay.
SAG CE PiiiiS
I tried making a group of sauce pans with the flame
ware clay. I started out with what I think is the most
obvious solution, namely, in the thrown handle on a simple
cylindrical shape with a knob handle on the lid (figure 23).
Though this is reasonably good-looking, I wanted to do
more
with this type of pot, and I attempted some with a pulled
loop for a handle on a shape that wa,s something other than
a strict cylinder. The result was two bedpan shapes that
have so little good design to them tha.t the idea of bedpan
never leaves the viewer (see figure 24). It could be that
my enthusiasm was sapped by the problems I was having with
the 06 flameware at the time I made these. They are made
without a, strong idea and because I felt they would fit
into my thesis. In figure 25 is another type of sauce
pan without an extended handle. These are actuadly like
small cookie jars more than a practical pan for cooking.
Without the long handle one cannot grip the pot, at least
not w/hile the g,s flame is on. As you can see, the handles
are tight gainst the side where the heat is verjr intense..
Por this reason this type of pan is higMy impractical but
is not bad looking. I stopped quite early in my work with
sauce pans because I was not sufficiently motivated
though-
now; that I have found some low cost cone 9 flameware bodies,
-27-
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my interest has been kindled. I again regret ray fumbling
with the cone 06 body in view; of the ease with v/hich the
cone 9 bodies can be made. Had I not felt that there was*
a great shortage of high fire kilns here, I probably would
have continued my work in stonevaare.
In the making of platters I was again bothered by
stereotype shapes. I made up ray mind from the beginning
not to throw them on the wheel as this is the first so
lution potters have when they make pi; tters, I tried to
make them on the press mold idea, but these were round
and very usual looking, so I discarded them. The next
thiiig I tried was to roll, out a slab in a rectangular shape,
turn up the two ends as handles, and put slab sides on.
The result looked like something out of a boy scout manual.
There ensued many blind experiments with the hope
that
something might develop by chance. Finally I decided
to
make one like the frying pan in figure 22. This pot,
though
very usual looking, had a rough
ch-
rm which I enjoyed, and
besides I began to think I had better start saving something,
even though I wasn't completely satisfied
with my efforts,
The pot in figure 26 was wm-de by rolling out the slab for
the bottom and two horse-shoe shaped slabs for the sides.
The side slahs were joined where they came together by
small coils pressed over and between the ends, forming a
seam. I like this much better than overlapping the ends
of the side slabs, because in overlapping there is always
a great bump where they join.




is unusual, simple, yet functional and good looking. A
platter could be a slab of clay, I suppose, but try to
get just a slab of clay to look good and to function well
This is simple and at the same time difficult.
L0 FIRE GEaZES
I had become interested in the cone 04 range glazes
because I knew less about them and because I want to use
04 glazes in my teaching. Where I am employed, we have
poor kiln facilities and the low; temperature range can
save time and equipment. I aaanted to develop glazes that
are inexpensive to buy and that would need no grinding
or fine seiving. Also I decided to fire the rest of my
thesis pots at 04 and 06 because the rush for the down-
draft kiln here is ferocious. As it is, if I arrive at
school by 7:oo A .IE, , I'm lucky to get a 14-inch electric
kiln. This morning there were five of us wad ting at the
door before 7:00 and three of us wanted the dowmdraft kiln,
IPy interest in low fire glazes has been a necessity for
the present and future. The followdng lists of glazes
are the more successful ones I had w;orked out:
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Cone 04 Semi -Opaque





































I had vranted to make some low; fire glazes a.dthout
the use of frits and lead, because these are expensive
materials, and the lead is a material that could be dan
gerous. I wanted to use gerstley borate for a flux along
adth other materials that have low melting possibilities,
like nepheline syenite, aihany slip, ash, and soda feld
spar. It was Hobart who advised the use of petalite as a
feldspar, which -worked very well in getting the glazes
to melt at low temperatures, as it turned out, the peta
lite worked well in adjusting the gla.ze to the fl.meware
bodies as well as in aiding in melting. Petalite at
a hundred lb. is not exceedingly expensive. In fact, it
turned out to be less than gerstley borate when purchased
from the Ceramic Color and Chemical Company. I am inter
ested in cost of materials because I live 500 to more than
1000 miles from sources of ceramic materials. At this dis
tance the cost of shipping often exceeds the cost of ma
terials. Besides, by nature I tend to be a little frugal.
HIGH FlAE Gl
7 -.yiC
I had this obsession with simplicity in my waork wdth
high fire glazes and e: rly in the year I worked out some
cone 9 glazes using as few; and as inexpensive materi-ls
as possible. The most successful results were:
Cone 9 White Matt
Cornwall Stone 32
Dolomite 13






Cone 9 Glossy Semi-Opaque
llepheline Syenite 75
Talc 25







Cone 9 Broken Color
Hardwood asa 50
Feldspar 50




It is true that some of the glazes have few; ingre
dients, but not the least expensive. Mostly, my purpose
here was to get the most out of a few materials, such as
the glaze consisting of talc 30 and cryolite 20 (not listed),
There are many glazes tha,t have five or six ingredients
that would be less expensive to make than some I have listed
above. My w;ork with the cone 9 glazes was In the form of
exercises though they are useful gl zes.
31EMAEE
In summary I will say that I had different purposes -
in the work I did. With the pottery itself I tried to find
w;hat was for me, new processes and forms. There were some
little things that wall be of great value to me in my
future work. I was especially pleased with, the handles
made from coils, the one-operation lids, slab spouts, slab
teapots, slab casserole covers, and the slab-built frying
pans. Though not all of the pots I made were ma ture in
their appearance, I feel with more work I can wesolve all
the parts into something.
My work with flameware was at first more of a challenge
than something I was anxious to make further use of. I'm
torn between the notion that I have about frying pans
being futile and another idea tugging in the other direction,
saying life should be lived every day wdth beautiful things.
It is easy to say that metal p,mas are so much better and-
less breakable than ceramic ones. On the other hand, the
hand-made ceramic pa,n has ana aesthetic that is part of my
field 'and that compels me to become concerned wdth them.
I have sometimes felt that potters ignore such things as
dinner sets and frying pans because they are not
certain- -
about their technique. Their philosophy becomes a rational
ization for what they fear they cannot do. Maybe it is ray
-36-
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still meagre Rut increasing knowledge of the flameware clay
jo^ that has caused me to lean in the direction of func
tional everyday things.
My v;ork wdth high fire glazes was merely an exercise,
but I did discover things about specific glaze materials
and combinations of materials. On the other hand, my ex
periments with low fire glazes were done for specific ap
plications: first, to find combinations of materials that
work well in low temperatures to be used in my teaching,
and secondly, to find gla,zes that would fit the flameware.
My first purpose was a little foreign to my thesis, though
I did use them on my thesis pots. The troubles I had wdth
glazes and flameware bodies were tormenting and at the
same time a challenge. I was surprised that the gla,zes
had to be prepared much the same way as the body to pre
vent crackling of the glaze and br ear-age of the pot.
I was pleased to have worked with the materials and
to have learned as much as I did. I would never have been
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